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Abstrak

Code switching occurs in bilingual and multilingual community when a person switches from one language, variety, or dialect to another one. People can do code switching in any kinds of situation and domain. Social context influences someone to convey information by alternating different codes for communication. Code switching also occurs in the process of teaching and learning in the classroom by lecturers and students because they speak with more than one language. They can change or mix the language when they have the same perception of things or something that is being communicated.

The researcher conducted this research to shows the kinds and the functions of code switching that used by English department student at Madura University, especially for seventh semester students when they were teaching practice in micro teaching. Because as candidates of teacher, student of seventh semester must follow micro teaching before they follow teaching practice program.

This research is qualitative research by using descriptive case study. The data were collected by video recording while the participant of study having teaching practice in micro teaching. The result of this research indicate that most of the participant of study use situational code switching, and only some participant use metaphorical code switching. It means that teaching English process used Indonesian – English code switching. And the most functions that participant use is explanation function.

The researcher also expected that this research will be able to help the readers know and understand about phenomena of code switching that occurs in bilingual or multilingual conversation, and to be useful for next researcher to conduct more comprehensive and more detail study especially relating about code switching.
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A. Background of The Study

Indonesian people are bilingual and multilingual people who use more than one language in their daily communication. Bilingualism and multilingualism happened in Indonesia because Indonesia is a country that has many cultures, and every culture has different mother tongue. Sy, E. N. S., A, D. R., & A, D. R. (2019) Whereas that every language in the world certainly has different structure. Many Indonesian people use more than one language in their communications. When people use more than one language, it is called code switching in sociolinguistics Hymes (cited in Chaer and Agustina, 2004: 107). Code switching occurs in bilingual and multilingual community when a person switches from one language, variety, or dialect to another one. People can do code switching in any kinds of situation and
domain. Social context influences someone to convey information by alternating different codes for communication.

As English department student at Madura University, the researcher found code switching used by English department student during in the classroom. Code switching occurs in the process of teaching and learning in the classroom by lecturers and students because they speak with more than one language. They can change or switches from one language to another about something that is being communicated. They also often switch their language in certain parts and then return to the original language again, and sometimes completely switch the language thoroughly. Some reasons why the students may code switch can be: The students is difficult to speak in a particular language; the students' lack of vocabulary; fear wrong in grammatical; feel comfortable by using Indonesian language; and they change the language unconsciously.

The researcher takes English department student of Madura University, as the participants of this study, especially for seventh semester students when they were teaching practice in micro teaching. Because as candidates of teacher, student of seventh semester must follow micro teaching before they follow teaching practice program. With the goal of micro teaching is to prepare the candidates teacher before they want to teaching practice in the school.

Furthermore, the researcher is interested in observing and trying to contribute sociolinguistics science dealing with code switching. So in this research, the researcher want to describe the kind and the function of code switching that used by English department student at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 especially, for seventh semester students when they were teaching practice in micro teaching laboratory. Then, to sum up the researcher conduct research under title “A Study on Functions of Code Switching in English Language Classroom.”

In this research, there are two problems: (1) What are the kinds of code switching used by English department students of seventh semester of Madura University Academic year 2016-2017? (2) What are the functions of code switching used by English department students of seventh semester of Madura University Academic year 2016-2017?

B. Methodology

This research is qualitative by using descriptive case study. Ary (2010:29) said that case study is a type of ethnographic research study that focuses on a single unit, such as one individual, one group, one organization, or one program.

This research to obtain information about existing conditions and have been widely used in educational research. And to finding out what are the kinds of code switching used by English department student of seventh semester of Madura University academic year 2016-2017 and what are the functions of teacher’s code switching used by English department student of seventh semester of Madura University academic year 2016-2017. The researcher as non-participant observation that observing participants without actively participating. The researcher as a human instruments as well as data collectors the role of the researcher to the data source as to set the focus of research, selecting informant data source, doing data collection, assessing data quality, analysing data, interpreting data, and make conclusions on its findings.

Ary (2010:431) said that the most common data collection methods used in qualitative research are observation,
interviewing, and documentation. In this research, the researcher uses some techniques such as observation and documentation. Observation is data collecting in which the writers take field notes on the behaviour and activities of individuals at the research sites. Here, the researcher attempt to find out the needed data of the research that consists of code switching. The researcher collect the data from video recording of students in micro teaching. The rationale behind choosing video recording as a major source of data collection procedure is that there are many advantages of video recordings (Dufon, 2002:43).

Data analysis is a process of analyzing the data that have been collected, then organizing them into the category and the unit of basic analysis (Ary, 2010: 314). The steps in analyzing the data are as follows:

1. Identification the data
   In this process, the recorded data from the field has been identified about which one is code switching and which one is not code switching.

2. Reducing the data and classifying the raw data
   The next step has been the process of selecting and classifying the raw data to be more simplified data by reducing the raw data in order to easy conclude and verify the data.

3. Defining and describing the code switching category
   In this step, the obtained data has been defined and described one by one. In this step the kinds and the functions of code switching in English language classroom have been described.

4. Presenting the data
   The selected data based on the data category has been presented in line with the research problems which have been answered in the formulation of research questions.

5. Conclusion
   In this step, the conclusions of the findings based on the research problems have been answered in the formulation of research questions.

C. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Based on the data, there are two kinds of code switching. Situational code switching and metaphorical code switching. The used of code switching by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 in micro teaching are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. Situational Code Switching that used by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 based on the results of the observation are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of participants</th>
<th>Ubervances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Ratna Mulendari</td>
<td>&quot;Okay, I have definition about expression surprise can you read my power point Word?&quot; Expressing surprised here like, kamu mendapatkan situasi dimana kamu kena mendapatkan sesuatu yang tidak kamu bayangkan, kayak wahai ulang tahun kamu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Luyanu Muhdi</td>
<td>&quot;It is definition of wording it means giving information of dangerous or unexpected situation that happen for people do something, Are you understand about the meaning? Radin warnng bu kam suatu peringatan saya yakin pasti pernah melihat di jalan, ditempat atau dimana ada tambi [sing]&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Manafid</td>
<td>1. The example of expression wording not to do something such as Don’t stay or the gross jangan menginjung rumput.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. &quot;Expression of wording to do something such as watch out, Look out awas perayaan perayaan dan ada tambi.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Wartalul Janm</td>
<td>&quot;Kasir dengan dr. please come forward read the dialogue of asking opinion, apo apo apo.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Irena Beauty Kirana</td>
<td>&quot;Before I start our material today I want check the attendance first raise your hand and say present. Ada yang belum dipanggil?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Ayu Latifah</td>
<td>2. &quot;Okay students who can mention about giving opinion in the dialogue? Ada yang bisa menyerahkan mana poin poin?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Hardina Widy Asmawi</td>
<td>&quot;Here the type expression to use mostly in speaking and writing, why mostly here mostly mean kebanyakan, kebanyakan expression that use in the daily life, like in my opinion&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Asri Selwahant Citimah</td>
<td>&quot;Now we will check your answer. No! I don’t check this, kita bawah bersama ini dia kita kalian semakin patuh.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;There are some way of asking for permission Can I, it’s common way Ya berarti Can I do it is the sure way, or command safe, or can I do it without the doubt.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The utterances above include in situational code switching, because there is change in situation then causes the participant switches her language from one code in one situation and another one in another situation. The first situation the participant or teacher gets deal with a lack response from student about the material.

Situational code switching is the switching between the languages because of the situational changes. Situational code switching, occurs when the languages used change according to the situation in which the conversant find themselves; they speak one language in one situation and another language in a different one. No topic change is involved.

Table 2. Metaphorical Code Switching that used by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 based on the results of the observation are as follows:

The utterances above include in metaphorical code switching, it happens because of the changing topic. The first topic is the teacher giving instruction about the material. Then, he switches his language to Bahasa Indonesia.

Metaphorical code switching is the switching to represent complex meaning involves symbolic skill. Metaphorical code switching occurs when a change of topic requires a change in the language used. According to Wardhaugh (1986:104) metaphorical code switching happens when there is a change of the topic influencing the using of different codes. The codes are always changing because of the topic. It depends on the perception’s change; formal to informal, official to personal, serious to humorous, and politeness to solidarity.

Based on the data there are only six functions of code switching that use by the participants of the study. To make comprehension in presenting the data, there are table 3 to gives information about the functions of code switching by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 in micro teaching.

Table 3. Functions of Code Switching that used by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 based on the results of the observation are as follows:
Code switching in the class is the usage of more than one linguistic code by a teacher or students. The teacher use of code switching is not always performed consciously; which means that the teacher is not always aware of the functions and outcomes of the code switching process. Nevertheless, either conscious or not, it necessarily serves some basic functions which may be beneficial in language learning environments.

D. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

This thesis attempted to study on functions of code switching that used by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University academic year 2016-2017 in micro teaching. The study applied qualitative research with data sources by video recording from fifteen participants of the study.

From the data analysis, the researcher found that there are two kinds of code switching based on contextual and structural classification. They are situational code switching and metaphorical code switching. From 15 participants data in this research are as follows: There were not found code switching used in the conversation during in the teaching practice in micro teaching by 2 participants. 11 participants used situational code switching, 3 participants used metaphorical code switching, and 1 participant use both of them. The researcher concludes that English department students mostly switch their code in clauses and sentences form to give more explanation and based on situational change in the conversations. From two kinds of code switching, namely situational code switching and metaphorical code switching which occur in the data analysis, situational code switching occurrences is more dominant than metaphorical code switching.

The cause of code switching occurrences mostly because of the participant speaks in one language in one situation and then switched to other language in other situation. The participant code switch to changed their topic in the conversations infrequently.

According to Fachriyah (2017:151) there are fourteen functions of code switching. Based on the data the researcher only found 6 functions of code switching that used by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University Academic year 2016-2017 in
micro teaching. They are Clarification, Explanation, Asking, Translation, Class management and Entertainment. From 15 participants data in this research are as follows: 2 participants not change their language during in the classroom. 2 participant used clarification function, 4 participants used explanation function. 3 participants used asking function. 3 participants used translation function. 1 participant used class management function. And the last entertainment function had done by 1 participant. The most dominant functions that used by English department student of seventh semester at Madura University is explanation function.

**Suggestion**

The researcher hopes this research would to help the readers to know and understand about the phenomenon of code switching that often occurs in the bilingual or multilingual conversation, especially about the kind and the functions of code switching.

The researcher also hopes this research would be advantageous for the students especially students of English Department to enrich their inside of sociolinguistics dealing with code switching.

And the last the researcher expected that this research to be useful for next researcher to conduct more comprehensive and more detail study especially relating about code switching.
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